FIS INSURANCE
STATUTORY REPORTER
The Solution that Automates Statutory Filing
for Insurers
Manually transferring and calculating investment
data increases the risks and complexities involved
in insurers’ statutory reporting. With tight
deadlines, you need to speed up processing time,
reduce errors and improve control from end to end.

FIS® Insurance Statutory Reporter simplifies
quarterly and annual statutory filing with state
insurance departments and the NAIC by automating
the entire process. The ready-to-use solution
integrates seamlessly with other systems, including
FIS’ solutions for insurance financial and investment
accounting, to increase accuracy and efficiency.
No wonder FIS’ insurance business serves more than
2,000 clients in over 80 countries.

ELIMINATE MANUAL
DATA ENTRY

CONTROL REPORTING
PROCESSES

Transfer and calculate thousands
of amounts between schedules
and generate all components of
the filing with a single click.

Easily track the progress of
schedules, while displaying errors
and formulas and providing a
complete audit trail.

ACHIEVE COMPLIANCE
Configure the ready-to-use
solution to meet your specific
filing and statement design
requirements or outsource to FIS
as an end-to-end service.
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AUTOMATE STATUTORY FILING WITH EASE

REPORT WITH CONFIDENCE

Insurance Statutory Reporter can rapidly import and
export data via automated data interfaces. Display
a formula and the amount it references in one click
and see crosscheck errors and formulas with links to
corresponding data.

With input data saved automatically, you can easily
track all the changes you make to a statement
through an audit trail – and back up the statement
to an archive file. You can also link straight to
NAIC instructions to clarify the finer points of the
reporting process.

CALCULATE WITHOUT COMPLICATION
Our data entry screens look just like annual and
quarterly statement pages. You can see the entire
schedule on one screen and keep multiple schedules
open at the same time. Override calculated cells with
one click while easily changing the tolerance level for
crosschecks. And automate the preparation of both the
cash flow page and Schedule P.

Transform your statutory reporting for the better.
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